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on the Senate than election by the people. One of the complaints
of the commercial interest was that the legislatures had "ran
into schemes of paper money &c, whenever solicited by the
people, & sometimes without even the sanction of the people.
Their influence then, instead of checking a like propensity in the
National Legislature^ may be expected to promote it. Nothing
caa be more contradictory than to say that the National Legis-
lature without a proper check wiH follow the example of the
State Legislatures, & in the same breath, that the State Legis-
latures are the only proper check."
There were further scattering remarks, but Wilson's motion
for postponing Dickinson's was lost, with only Pennsylvania vot-
ing for it The overwhelming majority of the delegations was
in favor ^f election by the legislatures, as a method of represent-
ing the states as states in. the national government. The delegates
both from former habit and present reasons preferred a federated
republic to a consolidated nation.
Before Dickinson's motion was put to a vote, Mason of Virginia
for the first time entered this debate. He had heard it said
today that this or that ancient confederation was "dissolved by
the overgrown power and'unreasonable ambition7" of one of its
members, and had heard it therefore argued that the new Amer-
ican government ought to guard against similar dangers. He did
not believe that America was fully like any earlier confederation*
Tie states of the union were now "substantially and in reality
distinct; sovereign and independent," but they had not always
been, and he doubted that they would insist on remaining so.
It seemed to him that if the national legislature was to have a
negative on the state legislatures, this would sufficiently protect
the national government against state encroachment. How should
they protect the states against national encroachment? He
thought this should be done by letting the state legislatures elect
the Senate. Every state delegation agreed with, him, and the
motion was carried unanimously.
In the conflict over equitable representation in the national
legislature which arose on June 9 and lasted through Monday
the llth, and on the 12th and 13th, which were given up largely
to filling the bknlcs left in the Virginia plan, the matter of the
Senate was not discussed at much length. The committee of the
whole on various motions agreed that suffrage in the Senate

